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Irreducible representations of the convolution algebra M(Hn) of bounded regular
complex Borel measures on the Heisenberg group Hn are analyzed. For the
SegalBargmann representation \, the C*-algebra generated by \[M(Hn)] is just
the C*-algebra generated by BerezinToeplitz operators with positive-definite
‘‘symbols.’’ This algebra is a deformation of the sup norm algebra generated by
positive-definite functions on complex n-space Cn.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The Heisenberg group Hn is a nilpotent Lie group which plays a critical
role in quantum mechanics and a significant role in representation theory.
The irreducible infinitedimensional unitary representations of Hn satisfy
the ‘‘canonical commutation relations.’’ Recently, [BC1 , BC2 , BC3 ,] provided
an analysis of the C*-algebra generated by these unitary operators using
the complex-function theory tools available in the SegalBargmann repre-
sentation space. This work suggests an interesting connection between the
convolution algebra M(Hn) of bounded regular Borel measures on Hn and
the BerezinToeplitz quantization. In particular, for the SegalBargmann
representation \, the C*-algebra generated by \[M(Hn)] is just the C*-
algebra generated by BerezinToeplitz operators with positive-definite
‘‘symbols.’’ This algebra is a deformation of the sup norm algebra generated
by positive-definite functions on complex n-space Cn.
For z, a, b in Cn, z=(z1 , ..., zn), z j in C, the complex numbers, and t, s
in R, the real numbers, we write
z } a=z1a 1+z2a 2+ } } } +zna n
for a j the complex conjugate of aj , and |z| 2=z } z. The Heisenberg group
Hn is given by Hn=C
n_R with multiplication
(a, t)(b, s)=(a+b, s+t+Im b } a2),
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where Im(b } a)=(b } a&a } b)2i. It is standard [F, p. 19] that Lebesgue
measure on Cn_R is bi-invariant Haar measure on Hn .
The irreducible strongly continuous unitary representations of Hn are
well-known [F, p. 37]. Here, I focus on the SegalBargmann representa-
tion on the space H2(d+) consisting of d+ square-integrable entire functions
on Cn with d+(z)=(2?)&n exp[&|z|22] dv(z) (dv(z) is the ordinary Lebesgue
measure on Cn). This representation is given by
\(a, t)=eitWa ,
where
(Wa f )(z)=ka(z) f (z&a)
and ka(z)=exp[z } a2&|a| 24] is the normalized Bergman reproducing
kernel function for ‘‘evaluation at a.’’ The analysis I describe works, as well,
for all the infinite-dimensional irreducible representations of Hn (parametrized
up to unitary equivalence by non-zero real values of ‘‘Planck’s constant’’ ).
It is standard in representation theory to extend the representation \ to
M(Hn) and L1(Hn), the convolution algebra of bounded regular complex-
valued Borel measures on Hn and its closed two-sided ideal of measures
absolutely continuous with respect to left Haar measure [see D, p. 283, and
Ru, p. 265]. The extension is given by
\(_)=|
Hn
\(a, t) d_(a, t), (-)
where the integral (-) determines an operator on H2(d+) by
(\(_) f, g)=|
Hn
(\(a, t) f, g) d_(a, t),
where f, g are arbitrary functions in H2(d+) and ( } , } ) is the usual inner
product on L2(Cn, d+).
The representation \ is far from faithful on M(Hn). Following [F, p. 24], we
consider the ‘‘cut-down’’ of \ to M(Cn), L1(Cn) given by
\~ (_)=|
C n
Wa d_(a).
Note that M(Hn) and M(Cn) are involutive Banach algebras with d_*(a)
=d_(&a). We can give M(Cn) a ‘‘twisted’’ convolution { * _ by writing,
for , any continuous function on Cn which vanishes at infinity,
|
C n
,(a) d({ * _)(a)=|
C n
|
Cn
,(a+b) /a(b2) d{(a) d_(b),
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where
/a(z)=exp[i Im(z } a)].
We recall that the FourierStieltjes transform of a measure _ in M(Cn),
given by
_^(z)=|
Cn
/a(z) d_(a),
is characterized, by Bochner’s theorem [Ru, p. 19], as a finite linear com-
bination of continuous positivedefinite functions. Positive definite functions
are clearly bounded and easily checked to be uniformly continuous.
We write B(Cn) for the linear span of all continuous positivedefinite
functions on Cn. Since the product of positive-definite functions is positive-
definite [D, p. 290], B(Cn) is a subalgebra of the bounded uniformly
continuous functions on Cn (with the usual pointwise operations). The map
_  _^ is a V-isomorphism from M(Cn) (with the usual commutative con-
volution) onto B(Cn). The same remarks hold for Cn_R with the obvious
modification
|^(z, t)#|
Cn_R
/a(z) eitx d|(a, x).
In this case, the map |  |^ is also a V-isomorphism if we give M(Cn_R)
the usual commutative convolution.
In what follows, we identify M(Cn) and M(Cn)* as additive Banach
spaces, with M(Cn) given the usual convolution from the additive structure
of Cn. We also identify M(Cn_R) and M(Hn) as additive Banach spaces,
with M(Cn_R) given the commutative convolution from the additive
structure of Cn_R and M(Hn) given the non-commutative convolution
from the group structure on Hn described earlier. It is standard that the
compactly supported measures in M(Cn) and M(Cn_R) are norm dense in
the usual total variation norms on these spaces.
For S any subset of bounded operators on H2(d+), we write closure(S)
for the operator norm closure of S. We write C*(S) for the smallest norm
dosed V-subalgebra of bounded operators which contains S.
For A any bounded operator on H2(d+), we consider the Berezin
transform
A (a)=(Aka , ka)
where ka(z)=ez } a2&|a|
24 is the normalized Bergman kernel function. It is
known [BC1] that the map
A  A
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is one-to-one. The full algebra of compact operators on H2(d+) is denoted
by K. The algebra K is the unique proper norm-closed two-sided ideal in
the algebra of all bounded operators on H2(d+). On H 2(d+), we also have
the BerezinToeplitz operators. For . bounded and continuous (or less
restricted) and f in H 2(d+), the BerezinToeplitz operator T. is defined by
(T. f ) (z)=| .(a) f (a) ez } a2 d+(a).
The connection between the representation theory of Hn and Berezin
Toeplitz operators is given [BC1] by
\(a, t)=eitWa=eite |a|
2 4T/a ( } ) .
This identity shows that the algebra
CCR(Cn)#C*[Wa : a # Cn]=closure[T. : . # TP],
where TP is the collection of trigonometric polynomials (finite linear com-
binations of characters /a). It is easy to check that any character /a is
continuous and positive-definite so that TP/B(Cn).
The main results of this paper are that
closure[T. : . # B(Cn)]=C*[\~ [M(Cn)*]]=C*[\[M(Hn)]].
After proving the main results in Sections 2 and 3, we consider the
associated Schro dinger representation of M(Hn) in Section 4. In Section 5,
we discuss deformation structures on \[M(Hn)]. In Section 6, the analysis
is extended to other irreducible infinitedimensional unitary representa-
tions of Hn in order to obtain deformation estimates for \[M(Hn)]. In
Section 7, we identify some open problems.
I thank C. A. Berger and J. Xia for useful discussions.
2. THE ALGEBRA M(Cn)*
We can now prove
Theorem 1. M(Cn)* is a Banach algebra with involution (_*(a)=_(&a))
and
\~ (_)=|
C n
Wa d_(a)
is a faithful representation of M(Cn)* on the Hilbert space H 2(d+).
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Proof. Clearly M(Cn)* is an additive Banach space with the usual
norm &_&. It is easy to check that \~ is linear and &\~ (_)&&_&. Using the
definition of the twisted convolution *, it is easy to check that * is
associative and that &_*{&&_& &{&. Distributivity of * over addition is
also easy to check, as is the fact that the ‘‘delta measure at 0,’’ $0 is a (two-
sided) multiplicative identity for *. I also leave to the reader that (_*{)*
={**_* and that \~ (_*)=\~ (_)*.
Since \(a, t)=eitWa is a representation of Hn , we have
/a(b2) Wa+b=WaWb .
It follows that \~ (_*{)=\~ (_) \~ ({).
It remains to check that \~ is faithful. We consider the Berezin transform
[\~ (_)] t (a)=(\~ (_) ka , ka)
=|
C n
(Wcka , ka) d_(c)
=|
C n
/c(a) e&|c|
2 4 d_(c).
For d_$(c)=e&|c| 2 4 d_(c), we see that
[\~ (_)]t (a)=_^$(a).
Now, if \~ (_)=0 then [\~ (_)]t (a)#0 so _^$(a)#0. By standard commutative
analysis [Ru, p. 29], this implies _$=0. It follows easily that _=0. Hence,
\~ is faithful.
3. THE MAIN RESULTS
We can now establish
Theorem 2. There are inclusions
(i) [T. : . # B(Cn)]/\~ [M(Cn)*],
(ii) \~ [M(Cn)*]/\[M(Hn)], and
(iii) \[M(Hn)]/closure[T. : . # B(Cn)].
It follows that
closure[T. : . # B(Cn)]=C*[\[M(Cn)*]]=C*[\[M(Hn)]].
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Proof. (i) For arbitrary _ in M(Cn)* , we consider d_$(a)=e&|a|
2 4
d_(a). Using Fubini’s theorem, we check that
\~ (_$)=|
Cn
Wad_$(a)=|
Cn
T/a d_(a)=T_^( } ) .
But [_^: _ # M(Cn)*]=B(Cn) by Bochner’s theorem [Ru, p. 19] and
standard decomposition of complex-valued measures.
(ii) On R, let
#(x)={10
x # [0, 2?]
otherwise =
and let dm(x)=(2?)&1 #(x) e&ix dx. Then, for arbitrary _ in M(Cn)* , we
have
\~ (_)=|
Cn
Wa d_(a)=|
R
eix dm(x) |
C n
Wa d_(a)
=|
Cn_R
eixWa d_(a) dm(x)
=|
Hn
\(a, x) d_(a) dm(x)
=\(d_(a) dm(x)).
(iii) For arbitrary { in M(Hn), there is a sequence [{j] in M(Hn) so
that each {j has compact support and
&{j&{&  0.
Now, d|j (a, x)=eixe |a|
2 4 d{j (a, x) is in M(Hn). It follows that
\({j)=|
Hn
eixWa e&ixe&|a|
2 4 d|j (a, x)=|
Hn
T/a d|j (a, x)=T|^j ( } , 0) .
Here, we recall that
|^(z, t)=|
Hn
/a(z) eitx d|(a, x).
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Since |^j (z, t) is in B(Cn_R), it is easy to check that |^ j ( } , 0) is in B(Cn).
It follows that
&T|^j ( } , 0)&\({)&  0.
The remaining conclusions follow immediately.
Corollary 1. For (R&I f )(z)= f (&z) on H2(d+), we have
&R&I&A&1
for all A in C*[T. : . # B(Cn)].
Proof. Since, by Theorem 2,
C*[T. : . # B(Cn)]=closure[T. : . # B(Cn)],
it is enough to check that &T.&R&I&1 for all . in B(Cn). This follows
easily from Theorem 17 of [BC2].
Remark. It is not true that every element of \~ [M(Cn)*] is a Berezin
Toeplitz operator. In fact, no rank one operator can be a BerezinToeplitz
operator so, in particular, \~ (e&|a|24 dv(a) (2?)&n) cannot be a Berezin
Toeplitz operator.
Let A(Cn) be the algebra of Fourier transforms of L1(Cn). Identifying
L1(Cn) as an ideal in M(Cn), we have
A(Cn)=[_^: _ # L1(Cn)].
It is well known [Ru, p. 9] that A(Cn) is sup norm dense in the algebra
C0(Cn) of all continuous complex-valued functions on Cn which vanish at
infinity. It is easy to check that compactly supported elements of L1(Cn),
L1(Cn_R) are total variation norm (L1 norm) dense in L1(Cn), L1(Cn_R).
We can now recover a well known fact about \[L1(Hn].
Corollary 2. There are inclusions
(i) [T. : . # A(Cn)]/\~ [L1(Cn)*],
(ii) \~ [L1(Cn)*]/\[L1(Hn)], and
(iii) \[L1(Hn)]/closure[T. : . # A(Cn)].
It follows that
K=closure[T. : . # A(Cn)]=C*[\~ [L1(Cn)*]]=C*[\[L1(Hn)]].
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Proof. This follows directly the proof of Theorem 2. We need the easily
checked fact that &T.&&.& and the result of [BC2 , Theorem 9] that
[T. : . # C0(Cn)]
is a norm dense subset of K.
4. THE SCHRO DINGER REPRESENTATION OF M(Hn)
The Bargmann isometry [F, p. 40]
B: L2(Rn, dv)  H2(Cn, d+)
is surjective and B&1\(a, t) B is the classical Schro dinger representation
of Hn . As before, this extends to a V-representation B&1\(|) B of M(Hn).
It is well known that, for any bounded measurable ., B&1T.B=W;. ,
where [F, p. 141]
;.(!, x)=
1
?n |C n .(w) e
&|w&(x&i!)|2 dv(w)
for x, ! in Rn and the Weyl operator W; is given by
(W;g)(x)=(2?)&n |
Rn
|
Rn
; \!, x+ y2 + ei(x& y) } !g( y) dy d!.
It follows from Theorem 2 that
B&1C*[\[M(Hn)]]B=closure[W;. : . # B(C
n)].
Using the natural group isomorphism Cn$Rn_Rn, we can identify B(Cn)
with B(Rn_Rn).
Theorem 3. For . # B(Cn), ;. # B(Rn_Rn) and
B&1C*[\[M(Hn)]]B=closure[W; : ;=_^$, _ # M(Cn)],
where d_$(a)=e&|a|24d_(a).
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Proof. We consider
;(a)#
1
?n |Cn _^(w) e
&|w&a|2 dv(w)
=
1
?n |Cn e
&|w&a|2 dv(w) |
Cn
/c(w) d_(c)
=
1
?n |Cn d_(c) |C n /c(w) e
&|w&a|2 dv(w)
=
1
?n |Cn /c(a) d_(c) |C n /c(w) e
&|w|2 dv(w)
=|
Cn
/c(a) e&|c|
24 d_(c)
=_^$(a).
This requires the easily justified use of Fubini’s theorem. It follows that, as
.=_^ ranges over B(Cn),
;.(!, x)=;(x&i!)=_^$(x&i!)
ranges over [_^$: _ # M(Cn)]. This completes the proof.
Remark 1. Since it is generally false that ; bounded implies that W; is
a bounded operator, Theorem 3 must be applied with care. In contrast,
BerezinToeplitz operators have the property that
&T.&&.&
for general bounded measureable ..
Remark 2. For all _^ in B(Cn), the Berezin transform of T _^ is given by
T _^=_^"
where d_"(a)=e&|a|22 d_(a). The proof is already implicit in Theorems 1
and 2 since
[\~ (_)]t (a)=_^$(a)
\~ (_$)=T_^ ,
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so
T _^=[\~ (_$)]t=_^".
This result is closely related to the proof of Theorem 3.
5. DEFORMATION STRUCTURES ON \[M(Hn)].
By Theorem 2,
[T. : . # B(Cn)]
is dense in \[M(Hn)]. The set of compactly supported measures on M(Cn)
is closed under the usual commutative convolution and under the twisted
convolution *. It is easy to check that the compactly supported measures
are norm dense in M(Cn) (or M(Cn)*). We denote this dense subalgebra
by M(Cn)c or M(Cn)c* . Corresponding to M(C
n)c, we have the set
Ba(Cn)=[_^: _ # M(Cn)c],
which is a sup norm dense subalgebra of B(Cn).
Theorem 4. For _, { in M(Cn)c* , there is a unique | in M(C
n)c* for
which
T_^T{^=T|^ .
Thus, Ba(Cn)=[_^: _ # M(Cn)c] is a sup norm dense V-subalgebra of B(Cn)
and
\~ : M(Cn)c*  [T. : . # Ba(C
n)]
is onto (and 11).
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2, we note that
\~ (_$)=T_^
for arbitrary _ in M(Cn)* , where d_$(a)=e&|a|
24 d_(a). For _, { in M(Cn)c* ,
_$, {$ are also in M(Cn)c* and so _$*{$ is also in M(Cn)c* . Moreover,
writing
d|(a)=e |a|24 d(_$*{$)(a),
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we see that | is in M(Cn)c* with
|$=_$*{$.
It follows that
T|^=\~ (|$)=\~ (_$*{$)
=\~ (_$) \~ ({$)
=T_^T{^ .
Uniqueness of | follows from the fact [F, p. 140; BC1] that T.=0 if and
only if .=0, and the fact that _^#0 if and only if _=0.
Since every { in M(Cn)c* is representable as {=_$ for a unique _ in
M(Cn)c* , it is evident that \~ maps M(C
n)c* into [T. : . # Ba(C
n)]. That
this map is onto is clear.
Implicit in the proof of Theorem 4 is another interesting twisted convolu-
tion on M(Cn)c. From the equation
|$=_$*{$,
we extract
|#_ g {.
Theorem 5. M(Cn)cg is an algebra with involution.
Proof. We can check that, for _, {, # in M(Cn)c,
_ g ({ g #)=(_ g {) g #
(_ g {)*={* g _*
either directly or using the result in the proof of Theorem 4 that
T[_ g {]7=T_^T {^ .
Note. For , in C0(Cn), _ g { is given by
|
Cn
,(c) d(_ g {)(c)=|
Cn
|
Cn
,(a+b) eb } a2 d_(a) d{(b).
The usual norm estimate fails for _ g {.
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Remark. It is easy to check that the twisted convolutions on M(Cn)c
give corresponding twisted products on Ba(Cn) by writing
_^ g {^#[_ g {]7
_^* {^#[_*{]7
Proofs of associativity and involutivity are elementary.
We write B (Cn) for the sup norm closure of B(Cn). B (Cn) is a translation-
invariant, conjugate-closed algebra of functions on Cn which contains
the almost-periodic functions. By [Ru, p. 9], B (Cn) contains the algebra
C0(Cn). Ba(Cn) is a dense subalgebra of B (Cn). For A=B (Cn), we consider
the deformation construction of Rieffel [R, CX] for the translation action
of Cn=R2n on A and the standard symplectic form Jz=&iz on Cn. The
objects in Rieffel’s construction are the ‘‘smooth vectors’’ A in A, for the
action, and a product _J on A together with a C*-algebra completion AJ
of (A, _J) in an appropriate norm. There is also a V-isomorphism ?J
from AJ onto an algebra of Weyl pseudodifferential operators on L2(Rn)
[cf. CX]. It is not hard to check that Ba(Cn) is properly contained in A
and that, via Theorem 3,
?J AJ #B&1C*[\[M(Hn)]] B. ()
Problem. Can the inclusion in () be replaced by equality?
6. GENERAL REPRESENTATIONS AND DEFORMATION
ESTIMATES
We now sketch the result corresponding to Theorem 4 for general
irreducible representations of Hn . For the application to deformation
estimates, it is enough to consider positive values of the parameter  and
we let r=1. The Hilbert space is again a space of entire functions on Cn,
now with measure
d+r(z)=\ r?+
n
e&r |z|2 dv(z),
and we write H2(d+r) and L2(d+r) as usual. The normalized Bergman
reproducing kernel on H2(d+r) is given by
k(r)a (z)=e
rz } a&r |a|22
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and we consider the unitary operators
W (r)a =k
(r)
a (z) {a ,
where ({a f )(z)= f (z&a). For . bounded measurable, the BerezinToeplitz
operator on H 2(d+r) is given by
(T (r). f )(z)=|
Cn
.(w) f (w) erz } w d+r(w).
For W (r)a as above, we have [C]
e |a|28rT (r)/a =W
(r)
a2r . (-)
Moreover,
W (r)a W
(r)
b =/a(rb) W
(r)
a+b
and the irreducible unitary representation \r of Hn is given by
\r(a, t)=e2irtW (r)a .
We will be interested in T (r). as r goes to infinity. Notice that
Lim
r  
&T (r)/a &r=&/a&=1
from (-).
For _ in M(Cn), we write
\~ r(_)=|
Cn
W (r)a d_(a)
and for
d_$(a)=e&r |a|22 d_(2ra)
we have
\~ r(_$)=T (r)_^( } ) .
For arbitrary , in C0(Cn),
|
Cn
,(c) d(_*r {)(c)=|
Cn
|
Cn
,(a+b) /a(rb) d_(a) d{(b)
defines a twisted convolution on M(Cn) and M(Cn)*r is a Banach algebra
with involution.
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We can now state
Theorem 4$. For _, { in M(Cn)c*r , there is a unique | in M(C
n)c*r for
which
T (r)_^ T
(r)
{^ =T
(r)
|^ . ()
Moreover,
\~ r : M(Cn)c*r  [T
(r)
. : . # Ba(C
n)]
is onto (and 11).
Proof. Direct imitation of the proof of Theorem 4.
Our objective in stating this generalization is to show that Ba(Cn) has a
deformation quantization in the sense of [B, C]. For .=_^ and ={^ in
Ba(Cn), we define
.gr =|^
using (). We also define a family of norms on Ba(Cn) by writing
_._r #&T (r). &(r) .
Ba(Cn) is a ‘‘pre-C*-algebra’’ under _ _r with gr as multiplication,
complex conjugation as involution, and ordinary addition.
Remark. For _, { in M(Cn)c and , in C0(Cn), _gr { in M(Cn)c is given
by
|
Cn
,(c) d(_gr {)(c)=|
Cn
|
Cn
,(a+b) eb } a4r d_(a) d{(b)
and
_^gr {^#(_gr {)7
as before.
Note that, for r=12, we have
d+12=d+, H2(d+12)=H 2(d+), \12=\,
and
_._12=&T.&
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so that (Ba(Cn), g, _ }_12) is V-isomorphic to
[T. : . # Ba(Cn)]
with V-isomorphism .  T. .
Theorem 6. For .,  in Ba(Cn),
(i) Limr   _._r=&.& ,
(ii) Limr   _.gr &._r=0,
and
(iii) Limr   _r(.gr&gr .)&i[., ]_r=0
for
[., ]=i :
n
j=1
[(j.)( j)&( j.)(j)].
Proof. (i) follows from Theorem 1 of [C]. (ii) and (iii) follow from
Theorem 4.5 of [B] or by direct calculation using the above remark. More
precisely, for .=_^, ={^, and _, { in M(Cn)c we have
.gr &.=|
C n
|
C n
/a( } ) /b( } )(eb } a4r&1) d_(a) d{(b),
r(.gr&gr.)&i[., ]=
|
Cn
|
Cn
/a( } ) /b( } ) _r \eb } a4r&1&b } a4r +&r \ea } b4r&1&
a } b
4r +& d_(a) d{(b).
It is now easy to check that
Lim
r  
&.gr &.&=0
Lim
r  
&r(.gr &gr .)&i[., ]&=0.
Noting that
_._r=&T (r). &(r)&.&
finishes the proof.
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Note that for t{0 and _ in M(Cn), d_t(a)=d_(at) is in M(Cn) with
_^t(z)=_^(zt).
M(Cn)c is closed under _  _t . There is also an isometry Ur from H2(d+)
onto H2(d+r) given by
Ur f (z)= f (z - 2r ).
For BerezinToeplitz operators T. , we have
U &1r T
(r)
. Ur=T.r
where
.r(z)=.(z- 2r).
It is now easy to check
Theorem 7. The C*-algebras C*[T (r). : . # Ba(C
n)] and C*[T. : . #
Ba(Cn)] are unitarily equivalent via conjugation by Ur .
Note. Theorems 2, 4$, 6, and 7 show that C*[\[M(Hn)]] can be
reasonably termed the ‘‘noncommutative positive-definite function algebra
on Cn.’’
Remark. The irreducible infinite-dimensional unitary representations of
Hn corresponding to negative  act on spaces
H2(d+ |r|)*=[ f : f # H 2(d+ |r|) ].
The appropriate versions of Theorems 1 and 2 are left to the interested
reader.
7. PROBLEMS AND REMARKS
In addition to the question raised in Section 5, there are several other
interesting issues.
The exact structure of C*[T. : . # B(Cn)] remains mysterious. We know
this algebra contains CCR(Cn)+K and that it does not contain R&I . Does
it have a non-trivial Fredholm theory? What is the ideal structure?
Remark. C*[T. : . # B(Cn)] contains CCR(Cn)+K properly. To see
this, it will suffice to exhibit a measure { in M(Cn)c for which T {^ cannot be
approximated arbitrarily closely in norm by operators T.+K, where . is
a trigonometric polynomial (TP) and K is in K. Passing to the Berezin
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transform, it is enough to check that {^" cannot be approximated arbitrarily
closely in sup norm by functions of the form +, where  is a trigono-
metric polynomial and , is in C0(Cn) (it is easy to check that K ( } ) is in
C0(Cn)). For n=1 and c=t+is, t, s in R, we write
d{(c)=e |c|22 d_(c) for
d_(c)=$0(s) #(t) dt,
#(t)={10
0t1
otherwise.
Then {^"=_^ and, for z=x+iy, x, y in R,
_^(z)={
1
sin y
y
+i
1&cos y
y
y=0
y{0.
Using standard properties of trigonometric polynomials [Lo, p. 171], it is
now easy to check that _^(z) is not a uniform limit of functions +,.
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